### Description

Multi-language extention of EML 2.1.1 is a good news for Japan LTER Network because we intend to share our data both nationally and internationally. But I18N is incomplete in EML 2.1.1 for us, so we hope that more textual elements are modified to the i18n elements, especially the following elements:

- `project/title`  
  `eml-project.xsd: 102`
- `method/instrumentation`  
  `eml-methods.xsd: 391`
- `geographicCoverage/geographicDescription`  
  `eml-coverage.xsd: 487`
- `taxonCoverage/commonName`  
  `eml-coverage.xsd: 1283`
- `citation/article/journal`  
  `eml-literature.xsd: 294`
- `citation/article/volume`  
  `eml-literature.xsd: 308`
- `citation/article/issue`  
  `eml-literature.xsd: 320`
- `citation/book/edition`  
  `eml-literature.xsd: 424`
- `citation/book/volume`  
  `eml-literature.xsd: 435`
- `citation/report/reportNumber`  
  `eml-literature.xsd: 603`

### History
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Original Bugzilla ID was 5728